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Overview
� Purpose: discuss work done commissioning CMS Pixel subdetector, 

including calibration and studies done using cosmic ray data
� Outline:

� Description of Pixel
� Online calibration
� Description of Cosmic Run At Four Tesla (CRAFT)
� Lorentz Angle studies
� Pixel residuals and resolution
� Pixel efficiency
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The CMS Pixel Subdetector

� Requirements:
� High resolution (~12µm), granular tracker 
� Cover η range of -2.5 ≤ η ≤ 2.5
� Survive radiation fluency of 5x1014 cm-2 s-1 

at radius 7cm
� Important for t, b, c quark and τ lepton 

identification
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� Barrel Pixel Detector (BPix)
� 3 layers at radii 4.3, 7.2, and 11.0 cm
� 768 modules, 11520 Read-Out Chips 

(ROCs), ~48 million pixels

� Forward Pixel Detector (FPix)
� 2 disks at Z= 34.5 and 46.5 cm
� 672 modules, 4320 ROCs, ~18 million 

pixels
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� 4160 pixels bump bonded to 
each ROC

� Pixel size is 100x150µm
� Automatic zero-suppression
� Programmable pixel thresholds

� Ionizing particle traversing Si 
liberates e- (minimum 22ke)

� ~450 mV bias and 3.8T B-field 
lead to charge smearing, 
improved resolution

� Expected Lorentz Angle:
� 24.3° BPix, 4.6° FPix

 Geometric hierarchy of pixel goes from structure->modules (one white or purple square)->Read Out Chips (ROCs, several per module)->individual pixels 100x150 microns in size When hits are recorded in pixels, charge value and hardware address stored in raw form and processed offline.  8-bit charge converted to value in electrons, hardware address converted to 3d geometric location. Shown in bottom right picture is cross-section of pixel read-out chip (ROC), and on right is top view of ROC. As ionizing particle passes through silicon, electrons are liberated and pulled up to deposit on pixels due to voltage bias ~450mV with 250 micron depth gives E~1800 V/m.  Motion of electrons perpendicular to magnetic field causes Lorentz drift and charge smearing over several pixels, which improves resolution. Charge collection window (event window) of ~25 ns For the right-hand picture, the module coordinate frame is oriented so that the y-axis is in line with the magnetic field, the x-axis is in the direction of Lorentz drift, and collision particles are expected to come from positive z (interaction region, but not true for cosmics). Regarding right hand picture: If the accumulated charge in any pixel exceeds a (programmable) threshold, the corresponding time stamp (bunch crossing number) is written into the time stamp buffer and the analog signals and the pixel addresses of all hit pixels are written into the next free data buffers (one data buffer per hit pixel). The recorded hit information must be kept in the buffers during the latency time of the L1 trigger (3.2µs or 128 bunch crossings).   Hits are cleared if they are not validated by an external L1 trigger.  If hits in a column are validated, the value of a 4-bit trigger counter is latched into the column periphery. The column is frozen and cannot record further hits until reset after readout of the triggered hits. Other (untriggered) columns remain active. All frozen columns with the latched value of the trigger counter equal to the present value of the token counter are read out. Pixel charge is initially recorded as analog value, converted to 8 bit digital value (using trim) on ROC, then converted to value in electrons offline (using lookup tables for calibration).



Thresholds, Noise, Gain, and Pedestal
� VCal: test charge injected by local capacitor

� Threshold: value of VCal at 50% efficiency

� Noise: width from 0-100% efficiency

� For threshold and noise, only 81 cells 
per ROC are measured

� VCal varies, on average: e- = 65.5*VCal-410
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� ADC charge conversion described by

but linear approximation used for calibration

� Gain: mean slope of ADC/test charge

� Pedestal: ADC offset (y-intercept)

� Pedestals stored per pixel, gains stored per 
ROC column

threshold

S-curve scan
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Thresholds and noise are measured with an “S-Curve” scan (using injected charge, not cosmic rays). Due to time constraints, only 81 cells per ROC are measured.  The thresholds are an important parameter of the pixel detector since they influence hit position resolution.  VCal varies from pixel to pixel and ROC to ROC. On average, electrons = 65.5 * VCal-410.  The gain and pedestals are used to calculate the charge deposited in clusters.  Similarly to the S-Curve scan, for each pixel, the amplitude of the injected test charge (VCal) is varied and the ADC response is recorded. For each pixel, gain and pedestals are determined from a linear fit to the gain response function.  There are dedicated gain calibration runs.  Pedestals are stored per pixel, gains are stored per ROC column.



Thresholds and Noise
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(D. Kotlinski)

Mean = 3690 e-

RMS = 414 e-
Mean = 2870 e-

RMS = 194 e-

Mean = 85 e-

RMS = 27 e-
Mean = 131 e-

RMS = 35 e-

Barrel Pixel Forward Pixel
� Keep in mind scale:

� Threshold and noise have 
no adverse impact on 
detector performance

Mean = 22 ke 

Mean threshold 
~3.7ke

Mean noise 
0.1ke

Charge deposited (ke)

Minimum Ionizing Particle (MIP)



Gain Calibration

� Linear fit of ADC 
to VCal test charge:
� Pedestals stored 

per pixel
� Gains stored per 

ROC column

� These constants 
used in CRAFT 
reprocessing
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Barrel Pixel Forward Pixel

Spread = 0.204 Spread = 0.170

Spread = 0.419 Spread = 0.206

(F. Blekman, R. Rougny, B. Heyburn)

These constants were used for the final reprocessing of CRAFT data. 
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Cosmic Ray Studies

8

Silicon 
Pixels

Silicon 
Strips

B=3.8T

� CRAFT 2008 data taking
� Cosmic events triggered at each subdetector except Pixel 
� Cross-section (and rates) for cosmics highest for outer layers

� ~85000 tracks in Pixel

� Avg. 3.01 pixel hits/pixel track

� 256800 pixel clusters

 CMS is cylinder (22m long by 15m in diameter), cross section is shown. As cosmics go through detector, they pass first through layers in a different order than for data-taking (outer to inner, rather than inner to outer): Muon Chambers and Iron Return Yoke: Drift Tubes in barrel and Cathode Strip Chambers in endcaps provide best position resolution, Resistive Plate Chambers in both provide redundant trigger and better time resolution (3 ns). Magnet: A solenoid held at a constant 3.8T for CRAFT, B-field along z-axis of cylinder.  Only good runs with a stable field used for this analysis. HCAL: absorbs and measures hadron energy.  Is a sampling calorimeter (meaning interleaved absorber, brass, and scintillator, silicon). ECAL: absorbs and measures photon and electron energy.  Consists of Lead Tungstate (PbWO4) scintillators with preshower to find very high energy photons that would be triggered on.  Tracker: 13 silicon layers with job of registering charge deposited by passing particles, charge reconstructed into expected 3d hit positions and hits reconstructed into tracks.  Hence, tracks should have around 13 hits in collisions, but can have from 0-26 for cosmic muons (depending on if glancing or very central). Note that not all subdetectors took part in each run.  Only runs with all tracker present were used for this analysis. Each layer capable of trigger to save events if in, most cosmic triggers from muon.  In addition, random trigger added to increase frequency of saving events, make it more like collisions.  Events not triggered are thrown away.  In collisions, there will be 25 ns window between bunch crossings to make this decision. Note that due to geometry, cross-section for cosmics is highest for outer layers. Right-hand picture shows cosmic muon track in tracker barrel, center 3 layers are pixel, outer 10 layers are strips.  Track reconstructed from 3d hit positions.  Notice grazing angle wrt pixel layer 2 would make very un-collision-like charge deposits (normally be radiating out from center). Note that pixel has a 0.6x1m cross-section for cosmic tracks, so it will have a much smaller event rate than overall detector (or even tracker)



Noisy Pixels
� Noisy pixels detected via the Pixel Data Quality Monitoring (DQM) package

� Can be done real time or offline (running on reprocessed data)
� Counts number of events in which a pixel registers a charge above threshold, and divides by the 

total number of events – the “digi event rate”

� Cutoff: digi event rate > 0.001
� Barrel: 235 noisy pixels

� One full column
� Two full rows
� 51 individual, randomly distributed pixels

� Forward: 17 noisy pixels, all randomly distributed

� Noisy pixels masked during data taking

� Tightening cutoff to 0.0001 results in only 13 additional pixels noisy (not currently done)

� Number of noisy pixels is very small: .00038% of total pixels
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(P. Merkel)

Overall, the number of noisy pixels is very small. And even those pixels that were declared noisy, are only slightly noisy, with a relatively low digi event rate. In the future, any new pixels developing a higher than average noise rate, will be detected in real time using the online DQM application. They will then be masked for subsequent data taking. If we would not mask the noisy pixels, they would, despite their low event rate and overall low number, dominate some of the monitoring plots in the DQM and thus make the evaluation of the quality of the taken data more difficult. The effect of the noisy pixels on cluster finding is negligible, since the pixel clusterizer is applying a threshold on the charge, which most of the noisy pixels would fail. However, for accuracy reasons the masked pixel information should also be used in Monte Carlo simulations in order to make comparison with data more precise.



Lorentz Angle Studies

� Lorentz Drift of electrons liberated by 
particle tracks allows for charge smearing 
and better position resolution in Pixel

� Cluster Size Method attempts to measure 
Lorentz Angle (   ) based on cluster size in X 
and angle of track on det in XZ
� Will not work for collisions (tracks perp. in XZ), 

but more suitable for cosmic rays

� Collision Method attempts to measure 
Lorentz Angle (   ) from deflection (d) b/t 
center-line of charge deposit and reco track
� Relies on clusters long in local Y (direction of B-

field)
1/27/200910

Collision Method

Cluster Size Method



Lorentz Angle Results
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� Cosmic Data:  Barrel 24.6±0.2° Forward: 4.2±0.3°
� Monte Carlo:  Barrel 24.3° Forward: 4.6°

LA: 24.6° @ 3.8T LA: 4.2° @ 3.8T

Barrel Forward

(L. Wilke, A. Kumar, M. Schwartz)



Track Fit Residuals
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Measured Hit

Extrapolated Track 
Intersect

Pixel Module

Residual

x

z

-y

* Predicted position determined 
by refitted track with hit removed

- error of track fit
- alignment error per module
- error due to multiple scattering in  
previous layer                   

- intrinsic resolution of Pixel

*

of Gaussian fit is 
a measure of uncertainty

 Studies of uncertainty in the pixel detector will start with residuals, which can indicate total uncertainty. The residual is calculated as the difference between measured hit position and predicted hit position based on the intersection point of a refitted track with the hit removed.  The difference between this expected and measured position is the residual If we plot residuals to a Gaussian, the standard deviation of that Gaussian is a measure of the total uncertainty of the track. Note that this uncertainty includes many sources of error, including error from determining a track intersect point, error in the alignment of the module (where that module actually is in our geometry), error due to Multiple Scattering from the previous layer, and error from the intrinsic resolution of Pixel



Residual vs Charge Deposited
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� Cuts:
• Track pt>10 GeV/c

• Track angle within 30° of 
perpendicular to module

• Edge hits and broken clusters 
removed

� MIP deposits 22 ke
� Overall residual sigmas in 

collision range:
- avg: 41 µm 
best deposits: 37 µm

- avg: 69 µm 
best deposits: 63 µm

(A. York)



Residuals by Track Angle 

� Residual about twice as small in local X as Y 
due to charge sharing, best at β slightly off 
perpendicular

� Y-residual relatively flat, X-residual higher at 
extreme angles (threshold effects) 7/28/200914

x y

z

α β

(A. York)

Here I’ve plotted the residual standard deviation based on the angle of the intersecting track with the module.  Keep in mind the definition of angles alpha and beta shown here.  Alpha is the angle the track makes with respect to the module in the XZ plane, beta is in the YZ plane.



Pixel Alignment
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� CRAFT provided 
opportunity for first 
Pixel alignment

� Align using residual 
information

� of 14 µm 
appears achievable

(A. Bonato, N. Tranh)



� Method:
� Find overlap hits in same layer and 

refit track to exclude them
� Define “Double Difference”:

� In principle, 
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Pixel Resolution

measured

predicted

x

z

fitted trackactual path
(unknown)

results (K. Ulmer):
= 16 ± 2 µm 
= 29 ± 3 µm

~4 mm

Advantages:Track error factored out (contained in circle terms)Minimal multiple scattering error between overlap sites (dist ~4mm)Select only sites with good rot. alignment to minimize alignment errorRemaining error due to intrinsic Pixel resolution



Pixel Hit Efficiency

Cuts:
� Additional pixel hit in upper and 

lower Pixel regions (in global Y)
� >           from module edge
� pt >10 GeV/c
� 1 track/event
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CRAFT Monte Carlo
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(L. Mucibello, R. Rougny, N. Van Remortel)

- Found
- Expected, not found
- Not used

BPix 
L1

BPix 
L2

BPix 
L3

FPix 
Plus

FPix 
Minus

BPix 
L1

BPix 
L2

BPix 
L3

FPix 
Plus

FPix 
Minus

...

• - all 
• - cleaned

“cleaned” results have 
known problematic 
modules removed



Closing Remarks

� Results of calibration (thresholds, pedestals, gain, and noise) 
found and used for CRAFT 2008

� Noisy pixels identified and masked (0.00038% of total)
� Lorentz Angle calculated using data (BPix: 24.6°, FPix: 4.2°)
� Pixel residual studies performed using cosmics

� Total unbiased residuals in ~30-60 µm range
� Alignment of 14 µm precision achievable
� Pixel resolution found to be ~15-30 µm

� Efficiency studies find ~97% efficiency in Pixel Barrel, fixes 
made during downtime

� Expect additional results from CRAFT 2009 data taking
7/28/200918



Backup
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Cluster Shape
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� Only considering Pixel Barrel
� Requirement for selection:

� Track p>10 GeV/c
� Track angle within 30° of 

perpendicular to module
� Edge hits and broken clusters 

removed

� B-field in Y, Lorentz drift in X



Split Track Residuals
� Method:

� Split cosmic track into two at 
closest approach to beamline

� Refit each track separately
� Compare differences in split 

track variables according to:

� Cuts applied to tracks:
� Split tracks have at least 6 hits
� Original track has pt > 4 GeV, χ²<100, at least 10 hits (with 2 in 

Pixel Barrel)
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Split Track Method Results
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(A. Bonato, N. Trahn)



� Cuts:
� pt > 20 GeV

Pixel Barrel Track Efficiency
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Note
• Matches MC 
results
• Eff. for RS drops 
at low pt
• Efficiency result 
of timing, track 
algorithm, 
alignment, sensor 
efficiency, etc.

(M. Lebourgeois, B. Mangano)



Distance between Overlap Modules
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CMS Events

Particle Detection methodPhoton No signal in tracker; signal in ECAL; no signalin HCAL or muon chambersElectron/positron Signal in tracker; signal in ECAL; no signal inHCAL or muon chambersCharged hadron (e.g. p+, p-, K+…) Signal in tracker; essentially no signal in ECAL;signal in HCAL; no signal in muon chambersNeutral hadron (e.g. n…) No signal in tracker; no signal in ECAL; signalin HCAL; no signal in muon chambersMuon Signal in tracker; no signal in ECAL or HCAL;signal in muon chambersNeutrinos, SUSY particles…. No signal in any sub-detector; presence inferredfrom missing energy
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Electromagnetic 
Calorimeter (ECAL)

� Measures (absorbes) energy of electrons and photons

� Lead tungstate crystal chosen for high density, small Moliere 
radius, short radiation length

� Almost 80,000 crystals in total

� Preshower detector on endcaps assists identification
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Hadron Calorimeter (HCAL)

� Measures (absorbes) energy of hadrons (protons, neutrons, pions, 
kaons, etc)

� Made of alternating layers of brass (50 mm thick) and silicon strip 
scintillators (4 mm thick)

� Brass creates particle showers, Si detects products
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Magnet

� Superconducting coil generates 4 T field inside
� Field deflects charged particles; enables charge/mass ratio calculations and 

improves resolution
� Coil made of niobium-titanium cable, stabilized by ultra-pure aluminum and 

strengthened by aluminum alloy
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Muon Detectors and Iron 
Return Yoke

� Muon detectors interleaved with layers of iron yoke

� 3 types of detectors: Drift Tubes (DT) in central barrel, Cathode Strip Chambers (CSC) in endcaps, 
and Resistive Parallel plate Chambers (RPC) in both

� DT and CSC provide best spatial resolution (100 µm), RPC best time resolution (3 ns)
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Muon Detectors
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Trigger and Data Acquisition 
System (DAQ)

� ~1034 neq/cm2/s nominal luminosity means 20 events @ 40 MHz

� 100 Hz maximum archive rate for data farm
� Need powerful filtering mechanism

Does event contain 
interesting particles 
(high energy/pT)?

Does event contain 
interesting physics?
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